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STEP ONE…CHOOSING YOUR GOAL.   We have two goals: first is making sure 
that children understand the basic building blocks of scripture…THE WORDS…and so 
we feature seven or 14 scriptures which focus on a single word.  At the end of the week 
the child should have a much better idea of at least one word.  Having the scripture ON 
DISPLAY in the home does more than anything else we could think of to get the 
parents involved.  Our second goal is to EQUIP an army of children and give them the 
power…God’s power…to change their homes and the world.  Just one child…on the 
average…has at least two parents and four grandparents .  He has the potential to 
change the lives of these six people (at least six) by giving them a scripture flipper for 
their desk.  There is NO WAY TO GUESS how many lives just one flipper on one desk 
could change in just one day.   Step one therefore is to choose your goal…to help a 
child understand the Bible the only way it can be done…one word at a time…OR 
to help that child influence his family and his world. 
 
STEP TWO…Make enough copies of the pdf file for each child in your family or 
class…the heavier the paper or cardstock the longer the flipper will last.  Cut the first 
page into three vertical strips.  Save the first strip and fold it as indicated to form a little 
teepee.  Fold up about 1/3 of the bottom piece  and tape or staple it to thee other end of 
the strip…see picture….This is the foundation of your flipper.  Punch out the holes at 
the top.   THEN Cut all the remaining strips into individual cards.  PUNCH out the 
holes and tie loosely with yarn…tight enough to hold the cards together…loose enough 
to flip them over…one a day. 
 
STEP THREE…FOLLOW UP the lesson by asking each child to share with you 
THEIR IDEA of the meaning of the word.  (You may even want to give a vocabulary 
test to the TEENS in your church to make sure they UNDERSTAND the WORDS 
critical to their faith…words like:  God, Spirit, Temptation, Sin, Christ, Faith, 
Hope, Love, Trust, Healing, Belief, Strength, Beauty, Fellowship, Grace, 
Prayer, Forgiveness, Pure, Holy and many many others. 
 
 


